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**Initial Question:** Is Cyril Ramaphosa trying to take power away from Jacob Zuma to establish his own power base?

**Rephrased Question:** Is Cyril Ramaphosa trying to expel Jacob Zuma from the ANC?

**Why Questions**
- Why would Cyril Ramaphosa want to expel Jacob Zuma from the ANC?
- Why would the desire to defeat corruption cause Cyril Ramaphosa to want to expel Jacob Zuma from the ANC?

Synthesis: Ramaphosa expects Zuma’s expulsion from the ANC would be a positive development

**Broad Questions**
- Is Cyril Ramaphosa trying to expel corrupt officials from the ANC?
- Is Cyril Ramaphosa trying to expel MK Party supporters from the ANC?

**Narrow Question**
- Is Cyril Ramaphosa trying to temporarily expel Jacob Zuma from the ANC?

**Redirected Question**
- How is Cyril Ramaphosa trying to expel Jacob Zuma from the ANC?
- When did Cyril Ramaphosa start trying to expel Jacob Zuma from the ANC?
- Where did Cyril Ramaphosa start trying to expel Jacob Zuma from the ANC?

**180° Degree Question:** Is Jacob Zuma trying trying to expel Cyril Ramaphosa from the ANC?